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Play in Philosophy and Social Thought Jun
19 2021 To understand play, we need a bottomup phenomenology of play. This phenomenology
highlights the paradox that it is the players who
play the game, but it is also the game which
makes us players. Yet what is it that plays us,
when we play? Do we play the game, or does the
game play us? These questions concern the
relation between the playing subject and play as
something larger than the individual – play as
craft, play as rhythm, play between normality
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and otherness, even play as religion, as a sense
of spiritual play between self and other. This
goes deeper than the welfare-political or
educational intention to make people play or
play more, or to advise individuals to play in a
correct and useful way. Exploring topics such as
identity, otherness, and disability, as well as
activities including skiing, yoga, dance and
street sport, this interdisciplinary study
continues the work of the late Henning Eichberg
and sheds new light on the questions that play at
the borders of philosophy, anthropology, and the
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sociology of sport and leisure. Play in Philosophy
and Social Thought is a fascinating resource for
students of philosophy of sport, cultural studies,
sport sciences and anthropological studies. It is
also a thought-provoking read for sport and play
philosophers, sociologists, anthropologists,
cultural studies scholars, and practitioners
working with play.
Normativity and Naturalism in the
Philosophy of the Social Sciences May 31
2022 Normativity and Naturalism in the Social
Sciences engages with a central debate within
the philosophy of social science: whether social
scientific explanation necessitates an appeal to
norms, and if so, whether appeals to normativity
can be rendered "scientific." This collection
brings together contributions from a diverse
group of philosophers who explore a broad but
thematically unified set of questions, many of
which stem from an ongoing debate between
Stephen Turner and Joseph Rouse (both
contributors to this volume) on the role of
naturalism in the philosophy of the social
sciences. Informed by recent developments in
both philosophy and the social sciences, this
volume will set the benchmark for contemporary
discussions about normativity and naturalism.
This collection will be relevant to philosophers of
social science, philosophers in interested in the
rule following and metaphysics of normativity,
and theoretically oriented social scientists.
Philosophy of Social Science Mar 29 2022
The Philosophy of Social Science: A
Contemporary Introduction examines the
perennial questions of philosophy by engaging
with the empirical study of society. The book
offers a comprehensive overview of debates in
the field, with special attention to questions
arising from new research programs in the
social sciences. The text uses detailed examples
of social scientific research to motivate and
illustrate the philosophical discussion. Topics
include the relationship of social policy to social
science, interpretive research, action
explanation, game theory, social scientific
accounts of norms, joint intentionality,
reductionism, causal modeling, case study
research, and experimentation.
New Directions in the Philosophy of Social
Science Apr 05 2020 An accessible introduction
to the latest developments and debates in the
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philosophy of social science.
Value Theory in Philosophy and Social Science
(RLE Social Theory) Jan 15 2021 The annual
Conferences on Value Inquiry bring together
philosophers, scientists and humanists to discuss
the many facets of the problem of value in the
experience of the individual and in contemporary
society. One of the criteria in choosing papers
for the Conference is the ability to stimulate
discussion and clarification. The papers in the
present volumes show deep concern with the
problems and responsibilities in making choices
of value.
The Philosophy of Social Science Jan 27 2022
New Perspectives of the Philosophy of Social
Science provides a comprehensive history,
explanation and critique of empiricism and
positivism within the natural and social sciences,
as well as an overview of the
interpretivist/hermeneutic tradition in social
science. Questions concerning the criteria for
judging truth and validity, the nature of
rationality, social reality and scientificity, unfold
in a uniquely accessible dialogue format.
Students with no previous knowledge of this
highly contested field will find themsleves taken
on an entertaining and challenging philosophical
journey. The dialogue anticipates the most
frequently asked questions of such readers,
provides clear explanations of all specialised
terminology and contextualises contemporary
debates. It thus transforms potential confusion
into a clear understanding of complex issues.
The text shows how the perspectives of earlier
traditions persist in modified form, covering
poststructuralism, postmodernism, critical
theory, feminist epistemology and concludes
with a critical realist account of both natural and
social science. New Perspectives of the
Philosophy of Social Science is essential reading
for students of social theory and the philosophy
of social science. Students across the full range
of social science disciplines will find the book of
interest. Sociology students will find it a
particularly valuable resource.
Finding Philosophy in Social Science Dec 26
2021 .
Philosophy of Social Science Oct 12 2020 This is
a much-needed new introduction to a field that
has been transformed in recent years by exciting
new subjects, ideas, and methods. It is designed
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both for students with central interests in
philosophy and those planning to concentrate on
the social sciences, and it presupposes no
particular background in either domain. From
the wide range of topics at the forefront of
debate in philosophy of social science, the
editors have chosen those which are
representative of the most important and
interesting contemporary work. A team of
distinguished experts explore key aspects of the
field such as social ontology (what are the things
that social science studies?), objectivity, formal
methods, measurement, and causal inference.
Also included are chapters focused on notable
subjects of social science research, such as wellbeing and climate change. Philosophy of Social
Science provides a clear, accessible, and up-todate guide to this fascinating field.
Value Theory in Philosophy and Social Science
Dec 14 2020 The annual Conferences on Value
Inquiry bring together philosophers, scientists
and humanists to discuss the many facets of the
problem of value in the experience of the
individual and in contemporary society. One of
the criteria in choosing papers for the
Conference is the ability to stimulate discussion
and clarification. The papers in the present
volumes show deep concern with the problems
and responsibilities in making choices of value.
A Realist Philosophy of Social Science May
07 2020 This introduction to the philosophy of
social science provides an original conception of
the task and nature of social inquiry. Peter
Manicas discusses the role of causality seen in
the physical sciences and offers a reassessment
of the problem of explanation from a realist
perspective. He argues that the fundamental
goal of theory in both the natural and social
sciences is not, contrary to widespread opinion,
prediction and control, or the explanation of
events (including behaviour). Instead, theory
aims to provide an understanding of the
processes which, together, produce the
contingent outcomes of experience. Offering a
host of concrete illustrations and examples of
critical ideas and issues, this accessible book
will be of interest to students of the philosophy
of social science, and social scientists from a
range of disciplines.
The Philosophy of Social Science Reader Jun 07
2020 The Philosophy of Social Science Reader is
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an outstanding, comprehensive and up-to-date
collection of key readings in the philosophy of
social science, covering the essential issues,
problems and debates in this important
interdisciplinary area... Featuring the work of
influential philosophers and social scientists
such as Ernest Nagel, Ian Hacking, John Searle,
Clifford Geertz, Daniel Kahneman, Steven Lukes
and Richard Dawkins, The Philosophy of Social
Science Reader is the ideal text for philosophy of
social science courses, and for students in
related disciplines interested in the differences
between the social and natural sciences. -Product Description.
New Philosophies of Social Science:
Realism, Hermeneutics and Critical Theory
Jan 03 2020 The demise of empiricist
philosophies of science has contributed to the
current disarray of philosophy in the social
sciences. This book argues that a realist analysis
of the structures and processes which make up
the social world can provide a way out of its
present impasse. These processes, ranging from
the interpersonal negotiation of meaning to the
constraining influence of administrative or
market structures, cannot be understood as
mere constructs either in the minds of the
theorist or of the social factors themselves, since
they actually generate the social world as we
know it. The author develops some implications
of this approach and presents a realist view of
some of the principal theoretical traditions and
controversies within sociology and other social
sciences.
Pragmatism and Social Philosophy Jul 29 2019
This book explores the role that American
pragmatism played in the development of social
philosophy in 20th-century Europe. The essays
in the first part of the book show how the ideas
of Peirce, James, and Dewey influenced the
traditions of European philosophy, especially
existentialism and the Frankfurt School of
Critical Theory, that emerged in the 20th
century. The second part of the volume deals
with current challenges in social philosophy. The
essays here demonstrate how discussions of two
core issues in social philosophy—the conception
of social conflict and the public—can be enriched
with pragmatist resources. In featuring both
historical and conceptual perspectives, these
essays provide a full picture of pragmatism’s
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role in the development of Continental social
philosophy. Pragmatism and Social Philosophy
will be of interest to scholars and advanced
students working on American philosophy, social
philosophy, and Continental philosophy.
Philosophy of Social Science Nov 05 2022 The
Philosophy of Social Science: A Contemporary
Introduction examines the perennial questions of
philosophy by engaging with the empirical study
of society. The book offers a comprehensive
overview of debates in the field, with special
attention to questions arising from new research
programs in the social sciences. The text uses
detailed examples of social scientific research to
motivate and illustrate the philosophical
discussion. Topics include the relationship of
social policy to social science, interpretive
research, action explanation, game theory, social
scientific accounts of norms, joint intentionality,
reductionism, causal modeling, case study
research, and experimentation.
The Idea of a Social Science and Its Relation to
Philosophy Jul 21 2021 Here Winch addresses
the possibility and practice of a comprehensive
'science of society', drawing from the works of
such thinkers as Ludwig Wittgenstein, J.S. Mill
and Max Weber to make his case.
The Philosophy of Social Science Oct 04 2022
An introduction to the philosophy of social
science from a well-known author.
An Introduction To The Philosophy Of Social
Research Oct 31 2019 This is an accessible
introduction to the philosophy of social research
which relates philosophical ideas to actual
research practice. The book makes effective use
of illustrations from the UK, US and Europe to
examine specific problems and broader issues.
The book is intended for undergraduate and
postgraduate courses in social research methods
within sociology, social policy, politics, social
psychology, human geography; philosophy of
social science and social theory courses; and as
a personal reference for professional
researchers.
The SAGE Handbook of the Philosophy of
Social Sciences Jul 01 2022 - what is the
relationship between the social sciences and the
natural sciences? - where do today′s dominant
approaches to doing social science come from? what are the main fissures and debates in
contemporary social scientific thought? - how
the-philosophy-of-social-science-reader-by-daniel-steel

are we to make sense of seemingly contrasting
approaches to how social scientists find out
about the world and justify their claims to have
knowledge of it? In this exciting handbook, Ian
Jarvie and Jesús Zamora-Bonilla have put
together a wide-ranging and authoritative
overview of the main philosophical currents and
traditions at work in the social sciences today.
Starting with the history of social scientific
thought, this handbook sets out to explore that
core fundamentals of social science practice,
from issues of ontology and epistemology to
issues of practical method. Along the way it
investigates such notions as paradigm,
empiricism, postmodernism, naturalism,
language, agency, power, culture, and causality.
Bringing together in one volume leading
authorities in the field from around the world,
this book will be a must-have for any serious
scholar or student of the social sciences.
Philosophy of the Social Sciences Sep 10 2020
This volume is a unique contribution to the
philosophy of the social sciences, presenting the
results of cutting-edge philosophers' research
alongside critical discussions by practicing
social scientists. The book is motivated by the
view that the philosophy of the social sciences
cannot ignore the specific scientific practices
according to which social scientific work is being
conducted, and that it will be valuable only if it
evolves in constant interaction with theoretical
developments in the social sciences. With its
unique format guaranteeing a genuine
discussion between philosophers and social
scientists, this thought-provoking volume
extends the frontiers of the field. It will appeal to
all scholars and students interested in the
interplay between philosophy and the social
sciences.
Meaning, Agency and the Making of a Social
World Dec 02 2019 This book explores a vital
but neglected element in the philosophy of social
science – the complex nature of the social world.
By a systematic philosophical engagement, it
conceives the social world in terms of three
basic concerns: epistemic, methodological and
ethical. It examines how we cognize, study and
ethically interact with the social world. As such,
it demonstrates that a discussion of ethics is
epistemically indispensable to the making of the
social world. The book presents a new
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interpretation of philosophy of social science and
addresses a series of related topics, including
the role of the human subject in the context of
scientific knowledge, objectivity, historicity,
meaning and nature of social reality, social and
literary theory, scientific methodology and
fact/value dichotomy, human and collective
agency and the limits to relativism. Examining
each in turn, it argues that the social world is
constructed through human actions and
becomes significant because we ascribe meaning
to it. This is organized around discussions on the
meaning, agency and the making of a social
world. The book will be useful to scholars and
researchers of philosophy of social science,
political philosophy and sociology.
Social Philosophy (RLE Social Theory) Feb
25 2022 The programmes of political parties and
movements are attempts to formulate policies or
guidelines in relation to social change. Social
philosophy concerns the fundamental issues on
which those programmes divide. This
introductory work gives an account of several
highly influential systems of social philosophy –
systems which serve as the landmarks by
reference to which modern discussions still
orientate themselves. The description of various
stages in the history of social philosophy is set
within an account of its changing social
environment – from feudalism and the
philosophy of Aquinas to the rise of the working
class and socialism. The book confines itself to
the Western tradition and one could say that it
charts the rise and fall of the free market as the
central institution and the key to the
understanding of society.
Perspectives in Social Work May 19 2021
Perspectives in Social Work was originally
published in 1977 and provides a text for social
workers in training to use. The book argues for a
more philosophical approach to both
understanding and doing social work and seeks
to establish simple and basic elements in social
work, asking questions such as: what should a
social worker be able to do? What should a
social worker know and believe? Does social
work actually work? In answering these
questions the book offers a wide ranging and
critical review of literature of the time and looks
at social work as a method of altruism. This book
is still topical today and acts as a useful
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document on the subject of social work both
through the discussions within, and through the
lens of modern change. It will be of particular
interest to those studying the history and
changes in social work.
The History and Philosophy of Social
Science Jul 09 2020 First published in 1993.
Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an
informa company.
Philosophy of Social Science Nov 12 2020
Play in Philosophy and Social Thought Aug
29 2019 To understand play, we need a
phenomenology of play. Yet what is it that plays
us, when we play? Exploring topics such as
identity, otherness, disability, dance and word
play, this fascinating and interdisciplinary study
continues the work of the late Henning Eichberg
and sheds new light on philosophy, anthropology
and the sociology of sport.
The Routledge Companion to Philosophy of
Social Science Sep 03 2022 The Routledge
Companion to Philosophy of Social Science is an
outstanding guide to the major themes,
movements, debates, and topics in the
philosophy of social science. It includes thirtyseven newly written chapters, by many of the
leading scholars in the field, as well as a
comprehensive introduction by the editors.
Insofar as possible, the material in this volume is
presented in accessible language, with an eye
toward undergraduate and graduate students
who may be coming to some of this material for
the first time. Scholars too will appreciate this
clarity, along with the chance to read about the
latest advances in the discipline. The Routledge
Companion to Philosophy of Social Science is
broken up into four parts. Historical and
Philosophical Context Concepts Debates
Individual Sciences Edited by two of the leading
scholars in the discipline, this volume is
essential reading for anyone interested in the
philosophy of social science, and its many areas
of connection and overlap with key debates in
the philosophy of science.
The Philosophy of Social Research Mar 05
2020 An attempt to bring some of the major
issues and debates in the philosophy of social
research up-to-date. There is a new chapter on
the philosophy of science, the conclusion has
been rewritten and other chapters have been
updated.
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The Philosophy of Social Science Aug 02 2022
Now in its second edition, this comprehensive
textbook offers an exceptionally accessible yet
in-depth introduction to the philosophy of social
science. Students with no previous knowledge
will find themselves taken on an engaging
philosophical journey: the book’s unique
dialogue format anticipates their most
frequently asked questions and provides clear
explanations of specialised terminology and
essential contextualisation of contemporary
debates. Encompassing both traditional and
contemporary perspectives, the book explores
the questions and debates raised by all the major
theoretical positions in the philosophy of social
science, including positivism, empiricism,
rationalism, hermeneutics, feminist
epistemology, postmodernism and critical
realism. The first edition of this book had a
Eurocentric bias, as does virtually all other
textbooks covering this subject matter. This has
been corrected in the second edition and
includes a new chapter on the contributions of
Islam to philosophy, natural science social
science including sociology. The second edition
also has a newly written chapter on
pragmaticism and neo-pragmaticism, as well as
strengthened coverage of hermeneutics,
postmodernism and critical realism. The book‘s
rich pedagogic support includes: point-by-point
summaries introducing the scope of every
chapter; discussion questions; further reading
lists; and a glossary of key terminology. This
excellent textbook is designed to provide every
student with a clear understanding of important
and complex issues. It is essential reading for all
students of philosophy of social science, whether
at undergraduate or Masters level and
regardless of their disciplinary background.
The History and Philosophy of Social
Science Apr 17 2021 First published in 1993.
Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an
informa company.
Philosophy of Social Science Apr 29 2022
Philosophers and social scientists share a
common goal: to explore fundamental truths
about ourselves and the nature of the world in
which we live. But in what ways do these two
distinct disciplines inform each other and arrive
at these truths? The 10th anniversary edition of
this highly regarded text directly responds to
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such issues as it introduces students to the
philosophy of social science. While staying true
to the writing of the late Ian Craib, this
perennial text has been brought up to date by
Ted Benton. This new edition includes previously
unpublished personal insights from both
authors, incorporates new commentaries on
classic content and features an additional
chapter on recent developments in the field. The
book: • Addresses critical issues relating to the
nature of social science • Interrogates the
relationship between social science and natural
science • Encompasses traditional and
contemporary perspectives • Introduces and
critiques a wide range of approaches, from
empiricism and positivism to post structuralism
and rationalism. Written in an engaging and
student-friendly style, the book introduces key
ideas and concepts while raising questions and
opening debates. A cornerstone text in the
Traditions in Social Theory series, this book
remains essential reading for all students of
social theory.
How We Understand Others Sep 22 2021 In
our everyday social interactions, we try to make
sense of what people are thinking, why they act
as they do, and what they are likely to do next.
This process is called mindreading.
Mindreading, Shannon Spaulding argues in this
book, is central to our ability to understand and
interact with others. Philosophers and cognitive
scientists have converged on the idea that
mindreading involves theorizing about and
simulating others’ mental states. She argues that
this view of mindreading is limiting and
outdated. Most contemporary views of
mindreading vastly underrepresent the diversity
and complexity of mindreading. She articulates a
new theory of mindreading that takes into
account cutting edge philosophical and empirical
research on in-group/out-group dynamics, social
biases, and how our goals and the situational
context influence how we interpret others’
behavior. Spaulding's resulting theory of
mindreading provides a more accurate,
comprehensive, and perhaps pessimistic view of
our abilities to understand others, with
important epistemological and ethical
implications. Deciding who is trustworthy,
knowledgeable, and competent are epistemically
and ethically fraught judgments: her new theory
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of mindreading sheds light on how these
judgments are made and the conditions under
which they are unreliable. This book will be of
great interest to students of philosophy of
psychology, philosophy of mind, applied
epistemology, cognitive science and moral
psychology, as well as those interested in
conceptual issues in psychology.
The Philosophy of the Social Sciences Jun 27
2019
Philosophy and the Social Sciences Oct 24
2021 Published in the year 2004, Philosophy and
the Social Sciences is a valuable contribution to
the field of Sociology.
Social Philosophy Aug 10 2020 This accessible
introductory text discusses how people in a
pluralistic society such as ours can accept a
common social ethic - a publicly justified
morality. It presents analyses of the basic
concepts, including justifications of liberty, harm
to others, private property rights, distributive
justice, environmental harms, help to others and
offensive behaviour. Gaus acquaints the reader
with the major figures in social philosophy - John
Stuart Mill, Jeremy Bentham, Thomas Hobbes,
John Locke, David Hume, John Rawls, David
Gauthier, and Joel Feinberg - as well as recent
communitarian philosophers. The basic technical
aspects of social philosophy are also introduced:
game theory, social choice theory, the ideas
rational action, rational bargaining, and public
goods. Throughout, helpful short examples and
stories are used to illustrate the material.
The Routledge Handbook of Philosophy of the
Social Mind Feb 02 2020 The idea that humans
are by nature social and political animals can be
traced back to Aristotle. More recently, it has
also generated great interest and controversy in
related disciplines such as anthropology,
biology, psychology, neuroscience and even
economics. What is it about humans that enabled
them to construct a social reality of unrivalled
complexity? Is there something distinctive about
the human mind that explains how social lives
are organised around conventions, norms, and
institutions? The Routledge Handbook of
Philosophy of the Social Mind is an outstanding
reference source to the key topics and debates
in this exciting subject and is the first collection
of its kind. An international team of contributors
present perspectives from diverse areas of
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research in philosophy, drawing on comparative
and developmental psychology, evolutionary
anthropology, cognitive neuroscience, and
behavioural economics. The thirty-two original
chapters are divided into five parts: The
evolution of the social mind: including the social
intelligence hypothesis, co- evolution of culture
and cognition, ethnic cognition, and cooperation;
Developmental and comparative perspectives:
including primate and infant understanding of
mind, shared intentionality, and moral cognition;
Mechanisms of the moral mind: including norm
compliance, social emotion, and implicit
attitudes; Naturalistic approaches to shared and
collective intentionality: including joint action,
team reasoning and group thinking, and social
kinds; Social forms of selfhood and mindedness:
including moral identity, empathy and shared
emotion, normativity and intentionality.
Essential reading for students and researchers
in philosophy of mind and psychology, The
Routledge Handbook of Philosophy of the Social
Mind is also suitable for those in related
disciplines such as social psychology, cognitive
neuroscience, economics and sociology.
Social Philosophy of Science for the Social
Sciences Nov 24 2021 This is an international
and interdisciplinary volume that provides a new
look at the general background of the social
sciences from a philosophical perspective and
provides directions for methodology. It seeks to
overcome the limitations of the traditional
treatises of a philosophy of science rooted in the
physical sciences, as well as extend the coverage
of basic science to intentional and socially
normative features of the social sciences. The
discussions included in this book are divided into
four thematic sections: Social and cognitive
roots for reflexivity upon the research process
Philosophies of explanation in the social sciences
Social normativity in social sciences Social
processes in particular sciences Social
Philosophy of Science for the Social Sciences
will find an interested audience in students of
the philosophy of science and social sciences. It
is also relevant for researchers and students in
the fields of psychology, sociology, economics,
anthropology, education, and political science.
Readings in the Philosophy of Social Science
Aug 22 2021 the first comprehensive anthology
in the philosophy of social science to appear
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since the late 1960s
Varieties Of Social Explanation Sep 30 2019
Professor Little presents an introduction to the
philosophy of social science with an emphasis on
the central forms of explanation in social
science: rational-intentional, causal, functional,
structural, materialist, statistical and
interpretive. The book is very strong on recent
developments, particularly in its treatment of
rational choice theory, microfoundations for
social explanation, the idea of supervenience,
functionalism, and current discussions of
relativism.Of special interest is Professor Little's
insight that, like the philosophy of natural
science, the philosophy of social science can
profit from examining actual scientific examples.
Throughout the book, philosophical theory is
integrated with recent empirical work on both
agrarian and industrial society drawn from
political science, sociology, geography,
anthropology, and economics.Clearly written
and well structured, this text provides the logical
and conceptual tools necessary for dealing with
the debates at the cutting edge of contemporary
philosophy of social science. It will prove
indispensible for philosophers, social scientists
and their students.
The Social Mind Mar 17 2021 We spend a lot of
time thinking about other people: their
motivations, what they are thinking, why they
want particular things. Sometimes we are aware
of it, but it often occurs without conscious
thought, and we can respond appropriately to
other people's thoughts in a diverse range of
situations. The Social Mind: A Philosophical
Introduction examines the cognitive capacities
that facilitate this amazing ability. It explains
and critiques key philosophical theories about
how we think about other people's minds,
measuring them against empirical findings from
neuroscience, anthropology, developmental
psychology and cognitive ethology. Some of the
fascinating questions addressed include: How do
we think about other people's minds? Do we put
ourselves in another's shoes to work out what
they think? When do we need to think about
another person's thoughts? What kinds of
thoughts do we attribute to others? Are they
propositional attitudes like beliefs and desires as
analytic philosophers have often assumed, or
could they be something else? What sorts of
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neural mechanisms underlie our ability to think
about other people's thoughts? How is the ability
to think about other minds different for
individuals on the autism Spectrum? Is a
preoccupation with other people's thoughts a
Western phenomenon or is it found in all
cultures? How do children learn to think about
other minds? Can non-human animals think
about other minds? These questions are applied
to case studies throughout the book, including
mirror neurons, recent research on infant social
cognition, false belief tasks, and cross-cultural
studies. Covering complex interdisciplinary
debates in an accessible and clear way, with
chapter summaries, annotated further reading,
and a glossary, The Social Mind: A Philosophical
Introduction is an ideal entry point into this fastmoving and exciting field. It is essential reading
for students of philosophy of mind and
psychology, and also of interest to those in
related subjects such as cognitive science, social
and developmental psychology, and
anthropology.
Liaisons Feb 13 2021 These essays by a major
epistemologist reconfigure philosophical
projects across a wide spectrum, from mind to
metaphysics, from epistemology to social power.
Several of Goldman's classic essays are included
along with many newer writings. Together these
trace and continue the development of the
author's unique blend of naturalism and
reliabilism. Part I defends the simulation
approach to mentalistic ascription and explores
the psychological mechanisms of ontological
individuation. Part II shows why epistemology
needs help from cognitive science - not only to
evaluate cognitive agents but also to illuminate
the practices of epistemic evaluators. Parts III
and IV explain how philosophical projects can be
reshaped through interchange with social
science. An epistemological study of scientific
activity exploits the economic paradigm, and
philosophical tools are applied to analyze power
in society. Alvin I. Goldman is Professor of
Philosophy and Research Scientist in Cognitive
Science at the University of Arizona. During
1991-92 he served as President of the American
Philosophical Association, Pacific Division.
Contents: Mind and Metaphysics. Interpretation
Psychologized. Metaphysics, Mind, and Mental
Science. Cognition and Modal Metaphysics.
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Individual Epistemology. A Causal Theory of
Knowing. Discrimination and Perceptual
Knowledge. What Is justified Belief? Strong and
Weak justification. Psychology and Philosophical
Analysis. Epistemic Folkways and Scientific
Epistemology. Social Epistemology. Foundations
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of Social Epistemics. Epistemic Paternalism:
Communication and Control in Law and Society.
An Economic Model of Scientific Activity and
Truth Acquisition (with Moshe Shaked). Social
Power. Toward a Theory of Social Power. On the
Measurement of Power.
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